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Unit-III 

Linear wave shaping circuits, Bistable, Monostable&Astablemultivibrator, Schmitt Trigger circuits 

& SchmittNand gates. Logic families:RTL, DTL, All types of TTL circuits, ECL, I2L, PMOS, NMOS,  

& CMOS logic, Gated flipflops and gated multivibrator, Interfacing between TTL to MOS. 

 

 

Bistable, Monostable & Astable multivibrator: 

Multivibrators are basically two stage R-C coupled amplifier with positive feedback from output of one 

amplifier to the input of another. They generate non sinusoidal waves such as rectangular waves, sawtooth 

waves, square waves etc. They are capable of counting pulses and performing other essential functions as in 

digital systems. Different type of multivibrators are as follows. 

AstableOr Free Running multivibrator: It has no stable state. The two states had by the astablemultivibrator 

are quasi-stable (temporary) states. The astable multivibrator therefore make successive transition from one 

quasi-state to another after a predefined time interval, without the aid of external triggering signal as shown 

in Fig.1. 

Working Operation: When the power is first applied to the circuit, both transistor starts conducting. Because 

of the small differences in their operating characteristics. One of the transistor will conduct slightly more than 

the other. Assume arbitrarily that  initially conducts more than .This causes the collector voltage of  to 

drop more rapidly than that of .The resulting negative signal is fed to the base of  through capacitor � and derives it towards cut off.As a result the collector voltage of rises to ��� .This change in collector 

voltages of is fed to the base of through capacitor � . It causes transistor  to go into saturation. This 

happens so quickly that capacitor �  does not get chance to discharge and the reduced voltage at the collector 

 appears across the resistor . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1AstableMultivibrator 

 

Monostable Or Single Shot Multivibrator: It has only one stable state and one quasi-stable (temporary) state. 

In this circuit a triggering signal is required to introduce the transition from stable to quasi stable state. The 

circuit remains in the quasi stable state for a period determined by the circuit components. After this period 

circuit returns to its initial state and no external signal is required to induce the reverse transition.  

Working Operation: It consist of two similar transistors Q2 and Q2 with equal collector resistances  and  

as shown in Fig.2. Circuit is designed for operation with transistor Q1normally conducting and transistor Q1 

cut off. The output of transistor Q1 is coupled to the base of Q2 via capacitor C1 as in case of astable 

multivibrator. However, the other coupling is direct one with base resistor R1. Transistor Q2 is forward biased 

by power supply � and base Resistor  is selected to permit sufficient base current in the transistor Q2 for 

operation in the saturation region. 
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When power supply is switched on but with no input pulse applied transistor Q2 is on and operating in 

saturation region. It is being forward biased by supply � and base resistor  . The collector off transistor Q2 

is virtually at ground potential.  

When a positive trigger pulse of short duration and sufficient magnitude is applied to the base transistor Q1 

through capacitor � . Transistor Q1 starts conducting and the potential of collector of transistor Q1 comes to 

the ground. Thus negative bias is applied to the base of transistor Q2and transistor Q2is cut off. And Q1 

remains turn on even after positive spike from transistor Q1 is removed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 2MonostableMultivibrator 

Bistableor Flip Flop Multivibrator: It has only two stable states. It can stay in either of the two states 

indefinitely. Only an application of a suitable trigger pulse makes the circuit to change the other stable state. 

The circuit can be brought back to its original stable state only by applying another suitable trigger pulse as 

shown in Fig.3. 

Assume that both transistors are identical and one of the transistor say  is conducting. The biasing resistors 

are so adjusted that  will be saturated. This one of the stable state ̅  will be low and Q will be high. To make 

Q low, we apply a negative trigger pulse, transistor comes out for conduction. Its collector voltage voltage 

increases to � . 

Due to cutoff the collector voltage of will increase to � .This high going change in level of collector voltage 

of is coupled to the base of  through the capacitor �  due to which  will be forced into on state.Infact 

will saturate and Q output will become low.As is turned off, its collector voltage rises to +� , This 

voltage will than ensure that will remain in saturation. This is the second stable state of operation.If we 

want to turn on again then we have to apply a –ve trigger pulse at trigger pulse input2. 
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Fig. 3BistableMultivibrator 

 

Schmitt trigger circuit: 

Another type of bistable multivibrator is Schmitt trigger shown in figure. 

This is a modified version of the bistable multivibrator. 

Construction 

The difference between Schmitt trigger and bistable multivibrator is that there is no connection between the 

collector of Q2 to base of Q1 and resistance RE introduces a negative feedback in the circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working 

A sine wave is applied at the base of transistor Q1 as shown in figure 

When Vin=0, transistor Q1 will be OFF. Its collector voltage will be equal to Vcc which will turn on and 

saturate transistor Q2. The collector voltage of Q2i.e.output voltage is given by, 

V0=VCE(sat)+VRE   

The voltage across RE reverse biases Q1 Therefore even when Yin becomes positive Q1 will remain off till Vin 

is less than (VRE+VBE) 

As soon as transistor Q1 will be turned on. This input voltage is called a super threshold point. As soon as 

transistor Q1 turns on, its collector voltage will decreases will force the transistor Q2 in to off state. Its 

collector voltage will increase to VCC Thus, at UTP, Vo increases to +Vcc• 

Now, when Q1 is conducting, the voltage across RE is given by, 

VRE=ICIRE  

Here, Q1 will remain on as long the input voltage is higher than (IC1RE+VBE) as shown in the waveform of 

figure. 

As soon as Vin decreases below transistor QI will be turned OFF. This level is called as the Lower 

threshold P o i n t ( LTP). As Q1 turns OFF, its collector potential increases, which will turn the 

transistor Q2 ON. As Q2 saturates, the output voltage will reduce to a voltage.  

Effects of Hysteresis 

Hysteresis improves the noise immunity.  
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It reduces the response time. 

Increased hysteresis will make the sensitivity poor. 

Hysteresis reduces the possibility offset triggering produced by noise. 

Applications of Schmitt Trigger 

Some of the important applications of Schmitt trigger are as under:  

To convert any waveform into asquare wave. 

In over voltage and over current protection circuit.  

In ON/OFF type temperature controllers. 

 

 

Bipolar and unipolar logic families: 

1. Bipolar logic families 

2. Uni-polar logic families 

Bipolar logic families: 

The main elements of a bipolar IC are diodes and transistors. 

In this classification they are further divided into two types based on BJT operating mode. 

They are: 

1. Saturated mode 

2. Non-saturated mode 

In saturated logic the transistors are driven to saturation mode  the saturated bipolar logic families are: 

 Resister Transistor Logic(RTL) 

 Diode Transistor Logic (DTL) 

 Direct Coupled Transistor Logic (DCTL) 

 High Transistor Logic (HTL) 

 Transistor Transistor Logic (TTL) 

 Integrated Injection Logic(IIL) 

The non saturated bipolar logic families are : 

 Schottky TTL 

 Emitter coupled logic (ECL) 

Unipolar logic families : 

MOS devices are unipolar devices and only MOSFETs are employed in these MOS logic circuits. 

The MOS logic families are 

1. PMOS 

2. NMOS 

3. CMOS 

Digital IC specifications: 

These ICs are comparing using certain performance specifications. Some of the important specifications are 

given below. 

1. Power Dissipation 

This is the mean power of logic circuit draws from the supply during one complete cycle. This parameter is 

very important because if the power dissipation is large, then the life period of the IC is reduced.  

2. Propagation Delay 

This parameter characterizes the speed of a logic circuit. The propagation delay of IC is defined as the time 

interval between a change in input state and the resulting change in the output state of an IC.  

3. Fan-In 

Fan in of a logic circuit gives the maximum number of inputs that can be connected to the logic circuit without 

impair other primary parameters. 

4. Fan-Out 
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Fan-out of a logic circuit is the maximum number of outputs the circuit may have and still operate properly. 

The fan out is the limiting factor which determines the number of output that iC can derive. 

5. Input Logic Level 

The input is either in logic 0 or logic 1. The input is said to be at logic 0 when the voltage is low. 

The logic 1 may change from + 5V to + 2V without affecting, the output level, then the + 2V is known us the 

minimum high level input voltage. 

6. Output Logic Level 

The output voltage is at 0V for logic 0 and at 5V for logic 1 

7. Compatibility 

Compatibility is defined as the ability of one device to drive the input of another device 

8. Noise Margin 

It can be seen that there is a minimum permissible variation between the drive device and the load device. 

This difference is known as the noise margin. As long as the noise level of any stray interference picked by the 

various leads of the device is within this value of 0.4V the input of the load device is not affected. If the noise 

exceeds this limit, it would lead to false triggering. 

 

RTL(resister transistor logic): 

RTL logic is earliest logic family but it has become obsolete now. The logic form of RTl is resister transistor logic 

which suggests that it uses resister and transistor. 

The basic RTL gate is NOR gate. 

 

 

A B Q1 Q2 Y 

0 0 OFF OFF 1 

0 1 OFF SATURATION 0 

1 0 SATURATION  OFF 0 

1 1 SATURATION SATURATION 0 

RTL  2 INPUT NOR GATE 

 

 

 

Important characteristic of RTL family 

 Poor noise margin 

 Poor fan out 

 Low speed 

 High power dissipation 

 

 

DTL(diode transistor logic): 

DTL is diode transistor logic basic circuit of that is NAND gate. It consist of two input stage comprising D1, D2 

and Rd forming AND gate. It is followed by transistor input. 

 

Output  

Y 

VCC 

A 

 

B 

RA 

 

RB 

Rc 

 

Q1         Q2 

RTL 2 INPUT NOR GATE 
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Advantage 

 Greater fan out 

 Grater noise immunity 

 

 

TTL 

TTL NAND Gate Circuit Structure 

The circuit structure is identical to the previous TTL inverter circuit except for the multiple emitter input 

transistor. This is used to implement a diode switching structure in active transistor form using parallel 

junction diffusions for several emitters. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. :  Multiple Input Emitter Structure of TTL 

 

If any input is low, the corresponding base-emitter junction becomes forward-biased and the transistor 

conducts. The other characteristics of the circuit and its transfer characteristic are identical to those of the 

inverter circuit. 

 

Logical Operation 

A table of conduction states can be drawn up showing the state of each transistor in the circuit for all possible 

input conditions as before to verify the logic function performed. The direction of conduction of T1 can be in 

the forward or reverse mode so this should also be noted in the table. It can be seen from the table that the 

output goes LO only when both inputs are HI which verifies the NAND function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A B D1 D2 D3 D4 Q  y 

0 0 F F R R cutoff 1 

0 1 F R R R Cutoff 1 

1 0 R F R R Cutoff 1 

1 1 R R F F saturation 0 

F : forward Bias   R : reverse Bias 

RTL  2 INPUT NAND GATE 
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A        D1             RDRc                    Y 
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TTL Logic Gate  

 

INVERTER 

 

The input transistor T1 acts as a current 

steering and amplifying stage. It is T2 that 

essentially performs the inversion. Hence, in 

TTL structures, the configuration of transistors 

shown in figure will always perform an 

inverting operation. 

 

 

NAND Gate The input structure of the NAND gate. The 

input combination of multiple emitters 

performs a logical AND operation on the inputs 

in the current steering mechanism. It is T2 that 

performs the inversion to give an overall NAND 

operation. 

 

IN1 IN2 T1 T2 T3 T4 D OUPUT 

LO LO ON for O

FF 

OFF ON ON HI 

LO HI ON for O

FF 

OFF ON ON HI 

HI LO ON for O

FF 

OFF ON ON HI 

HI HI ONrev O

N 

ON OFF OFF LO 

Table :  2 input TTL NAND Gate 

N7 

N6 

N5 

N4 

N3 

N2 

N1 

k1

R 2

130

R 3

k6.1

R1

k4

RB

1T    

3T

4T

2T

VCC 

Output 

(no load) 

Input 1 

Input 2 

Fig.  :2 input TTL NAND Gate 

HI 

LO 
LO 

HI 

LO 

hihi 

 T2 T1

 T1

 T2
a 

b 
c 

d 
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NOR Gate Two transistors are essentially connected in 

parallel with a common load as shown in Fig. 

4.3. Basically, if either transistor is turned on, it 

will conduct and draw current through the load 

making the output go low. Only when both 

transistors are OFF, tending to make the output 

HI individually, will the output actually be HI. 

This is an AND operation and the connection is 

in figure O‘  ingStructure referred to as a 

WIRED AND connection. This circuit structure is 

equivalent to two inverters on the input of an 

AND gate which is logically equivalent to an 

NOR structure as can be seen from the table 

below and Fig 
 

A B C 

LO 

LO 

HI 

HI 

LO 

HI 

LO 

HI 

HI 

LO 

LO 

LO 

 

   

ECL: 

Basic Aspects 

TTL is a saturated bipolar family whereas ECL is an unsaturated bipolar family. In TTL gates, the 

transistors enterinto deep saturation. So, the switching speed is limited by the storage delay 

time But, since  the  transistors  used  in the ECL family  do not  enter   into  saturation,  it  is 

possible to switch  them  at  much  faster   speeds. Emitter coupled logic is the fastest of all the 

logic family. Therefore it is preferred in all the high speed applications. 

Features, Merits and Demerits of ECL Family 

Transistor operate in either cut off or active regions. They are not allowed to operate in 

saturation.  They can switch at very fast speeds. In fact ECL is the fastest logic family. Typically 

the propagation delay is 1 ns per gate.  The logic voltage levels are adjusted to be very close to 

each other.  So, as to avoid  the  transistor  saturation,  noise  margin is low because the  logic 

are close  to  each  other.   Hence, ECL   gates   are susceptible to noise. Transistors in active 

region consume more power. Therefore, ECL gate consume more power. 

 

ECl Characteristics 

Some of the most important ECL  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a r e  as under: 

(i)Maximum propagation delay: For the latest EC L  gates the propagation delay is very short, of the 

order of500ps. 

(ii) Average power dissipation: 5mW(for advanced ECL gates) 

(iii)Speed-power product (SPP):0.5pJ. 

(iv)Worst case noise marginisonly150mV.So, ECL device are unreliable to work in noisy environments. 

(v)ECL devices generally produce an output and its complement.(e.g. OR/NOR).So, additional inverter i s  

VO 

a b 

c 

≡ 
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necessary. 

(vi) Due to the emitter follower stages, the output impedance  is very low.  

(vii) Due  to low output impedance,the fanout istypically equal to 25. 

(viii) Typical power dissipation for the standard ECL g a t e is 25mW which is somewhat higher than that  

of  74 AS series.                                                                                                               . 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages ofEClFamily 

1.Advantages 

(i)It is the fastest logic family. 

(ii) High fan out due to high input resistance and low output resistance. Typically fan out 25. 

(iii) Excellent speed power n  products. 

(iv) It can provide two outputs simultaneously e.g. OR and NOR. No additional inverter is needed. 

2.Disadvantages 

(i) High power dissipation. 

(ii)Its high speed generates voltage and current  t r a n s i e n t s .  

(iii)Limited logicswing. 

 

Integrated-InjectionLogic(IIL) 

Theintegrated injectionlogic(IIIL orI2Llogic)isbased onthe principleofDCTL(direct ledtransistor logic). 

Features   ofIIL 

Someofthe importantfeatures ofIlL areasunder: 

Simplicity 

 Easier andcheaper tofabricate. 

 Saturatedbipolar logic. 

 Consumersverylittle power. 

 Usedformediumandlarge scaleintegration. 

Application of IIL 

IlL is used for large s c a le  integration such as SBP9900 a 16 bit microprocessor.  

Principle of IIL 

The IlL  is based o n  the concept of merging the components  that  means o n e  semiconductor ion is a 

part o f  two or more devices. Hence, it is also called as merged transistor, l o g i c (MTL). 

Characteristics    of IIL 

 Speed of operation depends on the charging current. 

 Propagation delay is inversely proportional to charging current. 

 Power dissipation is proportional to charging current. 

 Figure of merit is in the range of 0.1 to 0.7 PJ.  

 Very small silicon area is required. 

 Packaging density is in the range of 120 to 200 gates per mm2. 

PMOS, NMOS & CMOS Logic: 

PMOS 

 P-type metal oxide semiconductor logic uses p channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors 

(MOSFETs) to implement logic gates and other digital circuits. PMOS transistors operate by creating an 

inversion layer in an n-type transistor body. This inversion layer, called p-channel, can conduct holes 

between p-type "source" and "drain" terminals. 

 The p-channel is created by applying voltage to the third terminal called gate. Like other MOSFETs, PMOS 

transistors have four modes of operation: cut-off triode, saturation and velocity saturation. 
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 The p-type MOSFETs are arranged in a so-called "pull-up network" (PUN) between the logic gate output 

and positive supply voltage, while a resistor is placed between the logic gate output and the negative 

supply voltage. The circuit is designed such that if the desired output is high, then the PUN will be active, 

creating a current path between the positive supply and the output. 

 PMOS symbol is shown below 

 

 

 

NMOS 

 N-type metal-oxide-semiconductor logic uses n-type metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors 

(MOSFETs) to implement logic gates and other digital circuits. NMOS transistors have four modes of 

operation: cut-off (or sub-threshold), triode, saturation (sometimes called active), and velocity saturation. 

 The n-type MOSFETs are arranged in a so-called "pull-down network" (PDN) between the logic gate output 

and negative supply voltage, while a resistor is placed between the logic gate output and the positive 

supply voltage. The circuit is designed such that if the desired output is low, then the PDN will be active, 

creating a current path between the negative supply and the output. 

 NMOS symbol is shown below 

 

 

CMOS 

 Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) a technology for constructing integrated circuits. 

 CMOS technology is used  in  microprocessors, microcontrollers, static RAM and other digital logic circuits. 

 CMOS technology is also used for several analog circuits such as image sensors (CMOS sensor),data 

converters, and highly integrated transceivers for many types of communication.  

 CMOS is a combination of PMOS an NMOS devices .It consist of pull up and 

pull down devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CMOS Inverter 
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Drain 

Gate 

Pull up PMOS 

Pull up PMOS 

INPUT                                               OUTPUT 

Supply 

 

 

 

 

 

Ground 

Vcc 

Gnd 
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CMOS 2 input NOR gate CMOS 2 input NAND gate  
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A ) = A.B  

GND 

VCC 

A ) = A+B  

GND 

VCC 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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